Pharmacological management of spinal cord injury: current status of drugs designed to augment functional recovery of the injured human spinal cord.
Spinal cord injury often results in devastating physical, psychological, and economic disabilities. Research efforts are directed toward providing prognostic outcome data and animal models that parallel the human disorder, thereby elucidating the mechanisms responsible for its dismal clinical prognosis. Investigators continue to search for pharmacological agents that halt the cascade of events that lead to loss of function after cord injury. The scientific and federal regulatory processes by which new drugs are discovered and implemented clinically permit clinicians to evaluate the potential benefits of any new agent, and provide an estimate of the duration required for promising new agents to be made clinically available. Understanding these processes makes the task of classifying the availability status of new drugs much simpler, allowing rational dissemination of realistic information to patients and their families frequently made desperate for viable alternatives to the prospect of permanent paralysis. In this review, we describe the scientific and regulatory processes necessary for the clinical introduction of new drugs using spinal cord injury as an example. A classification scheme based on current Food and Drug Administration regulations is presented that provides drug availability status at a glance. It is hoped that such an organizational scheme will be of practical benefit to clinicians involved in the management of spinal cord-injured patients.